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One liter melting ice (1ltrice) is characterized by the import of 2mole(H++OH-) and 
export of 0.8108ltrgas

1-3. The buffer ions are the result of solar splicing of 1mole 
H20ice. It yields 1.02MJoule/Coulomb when solar H-bonding activity liquidates by 
Coulomb force interaction the bonds between the H+ and OH- ions. Oxygen has 3 
potential binding sites for H-bonding activity (capacitance C) to settle, and serial 
splicing of 3molesH2O therefore yields only 340kJoule (1.02MJoule/3). This 
capacitance is equivalent with a heat of 81Kcal (4.18Joule=calorie), which suggests 
that the transport of 0.08108 ltrgas in melting ice 'to the surface' costs 1Mcal/ltrice 
(0.081mCal/0.081ltrice). However, the figure shows that in the melting process 1/10th 
of a ltrgas is transported across the surface in exchange for 2mole(H++OH-)gas 
electromagnetic buffer capacitances (gas), which by definition are generated in a 
'Maxwell' volume of 1/10th of a ltr (1mtrx1cmx1cm). Hence, water is acting like a 
choke coil; it is choking the melting energy delivered to its surface by installing it as 
electromagnetic volume H++OH- capacitance. Thus transporting these buffer ions 
out of the volume, back to the surface (boiling), again will cost 105cal/ltr (see 
textbook also). The exchange of gas across the surface can be calculated because 
3moles in series yield an equivalent electromagnetic buffer capacitance of 30mC/ltr 
for the ions distributed as Volt.cm over a distance of one meter (Maxwell), thus in a 
volume of 1/10th of a ltr (100cmx1cmx1cm) when ice is melting. Thus splicing of 
1mole H2Oice yields a volume export of 0.08108ltrice/30mC.sec, 2.7ltr/Coulomb.sec, 
across the ice/gas interface of water. Association of the 30mC(H++OH-)gas yields 
1mole/sec H2Oice (18ml) thus the total gas volume turnover across the surface of 
water is 2.718ltr/C when one Coulomb solar bonding energy is transported back 
and forth across the ice/gas interface igi. The number 2.718 is the base number of 
natural logarithm. This number shows that water is an energy choke coil, 
exchanging 105cal/Coulomb or 105C/mole at an exchange rate of 2.718 when water is 
melting or evaporating, respectively. For example evaporation costs 540kCal/ltr 
(textbook) to associate 2mole(H++OH-)gas to 1moleH2Oice. One mole is equivalent 
with 105C (Faraday) thus evaporation occurs in a energy exchange ratio also, 
2.718Cal/Mole (2.718ltr/C). The message is that more water is melting or 
evaporating than there is freezing by solar energy when 1Coulomb solar H-bonding 
energy is crossing the surface of water in a closed electrical circuit per second. Thus, 
storage of ice in the environment must be the result of an active, energy-consuming 
process, which, as shown below, appears to be ATP consuming biological enzyme 
activity. 
  



When solar H-bonding capacitance gets caught as parallel capacitance in H2O it 
causes protons and oxygen molecules to be driven apart in those water molecules. 
Hence, at and below 0°C solar energy generates virtual ozone in the ice mass. 
Between 0°C- and 100°C these molecules fall apart in the well-known ratio of 
3O2/2O3. The enzyme 3Na/2K-ATPase takes advantage of this net bonding transport 
ratio (admittance) by generating a serial 3/2 cation antiport at constant T while 
ATP-energy is choked by solar bonding activity1-3. Ribosome's exploit the solar 
bonding activity by generating units of 3 serial RNA+ capacitances in exchange for 
ice (breaking open the double DNA strands) while choking ATP-energy at constant 
temperature. This DNA is characterized by an endless number of nucleosomes or 
solenoids, each having a length of 1.65 windings. Current in a choke coil is 
proportional to the number of windings (see textbook) and the natural logarithm of 
1.65 is 0.5. Thus a single 'current' of serial 3RNA capacitances is getting choked in a 
double DNA strand in return for volume embodied by H2Oice, which must contains 
virtual ozone. Hence, conservation of biological resources like carbon, gas and oil is 
synonymous with the storage of ozone in ice. Exhausting of the natural resources 
therefore automatically will cause disappearance of (polar) ice formations, which 
must be followed by a rise in ambient temperature.   
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